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Abstract- Big data concerns the massive volumes of dataset usually
huge, sparse, incomplete, uncertain, complex or dynamic, which
are mainly coming from multiple and autonomous sources. The
most fundamental challenge for big data application is to explore
the large volume of data and extract useful information or
knowledge for future actions. Online shopping application provide
users with the products in their stock and will render the
comparison within their products only. Thereby limiting the users
to analyze before buying a product. Shoppers may be unsatisfied
with the limited number of choices in available product as per
their requirement. There by the shoppers has to switch between
multiple sites in order to match the requirements. This may sound
as a hectic process, the shoppers may get frustrated due to lot of
time utility. This system crabs the data from various web
application and load its dataset collaboratively using crawling
technique and process the batch jobs in a distributed and parallel
processing way using HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System). It
allow the shoppers to analyze, get recommendations, to pick
products and add to cart irrespective of the service provider. This
system stands unique as it does not rely on the single service
provider. The cart can be reviewed at any time and can be
processed. All the information will be securely and precisely stored
in user session. This results in an effective data analysis, to achieve
fast response, scalable and an efficient precise service comparison.
Keywords- Big data, E-commerce, Hadoop, HDFS, Relevance
clustering, Collaborative filtering, Map reduce, Service Comparison,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Big data is a term that describes large volume of data,
both structured and unstructured that inundates a business on a
day-to-day basis. Big data can be analyzed for insights that lead
to better decisions and strategic business moves. Big data is
high-volume, high-velocity and high-variety information assets

that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of information
processing for enhanced insight and decision-making.
Big data concerns the massive volumes of dataset
usually huge, sparse, incomplete, uncertain, complex or
dynamic, which are mainly coming from multiple and
autonomous sources. The most fundamental challenge for big
data application is to explore large volumes of data and extract
useful information or knowledge for future actions. In day to
day life, we will need to buy lots of goods or products from a
shop. It may be food items, electronic items, house hold items
etc. Now a days, it is really hard to get some time to go out and
get them by ourselves due to busy life style or lot of works.
In order to solve this, e-commerce websites have been
started. Using these websites, we can buy goods or products
online just by visiting the website and ordering the item online
by making payments online. The current online shopping
system provides the user to purchase the goods in online, user
can choose different products based on categories, online
payments, delivery services are done. It provides only limited
number of products available in the online shopping website.
Thereby limiting the users to analyze before buying a
product and the shoppers may be unsatisfied with the limited
number of choices in available
product as per their
requirement. Thus the shoppers has to switch between multiple
sites in order to match the requirement and this results a hectic
process, shoppers may get frustrated due to the lot of time
utility. So it is necessary to propose new system which helps in
building a website where massive amount of products are
available in a single service provider.
This massive amount of products are crawled from
multiple service provider and loads its dataset collaboratively
using crawling technique and process the batch jobs in a
distributed and parallel processing way using HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) in an efficient way.
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It allows the shoppers to analyze, get
recommendations, can pick products and add to cart
irrespective of the service provider and hence covering the
disadvantages of the system and making the buying easier and
helping the vendor to reach wider market. This system stands
unique as it does not rely on the single service provider. The
cart can be reviewed at any time and can be processed. All the
information will be securely and precisely stored in user’s
session. This results in an effective data analysis, to achieve fast
response, scalable and an efficient precise service comparison.

II. RELATED WORK
In recent years online shopping system becomes a
trend in which data mining and data warehousing plays a vital
role in processing and storing the data. As the days passed the
shoppers who buy the products online increases such that
product in the website also increases. The techniques and
algorithms used in existing online shopping system are
clustering algorithm, classification model, prediction analysis in
recommendation system. Clustering algorithm [2] groups the
shoppers who have similar preferences in buying the product
from e-commerce website. The users who buy the products are
given an unique identifier and then clustered as a group.
The average similarities of the individual members in
the cluster are calculated for predicting the new customer
cluster. Grouping of products as cluster depends upon the same
category. Clustering algorithms [4] such as k-means algorithm
is used in large dataset which is partitioned into clusters; this is
done based on property set and similar products are recognized
from massive dataset. It deals with the large scale data which
employs distributed solution based on the categories and its
properties. Classification model [7] uses top down greedy
search to form a decision tree structure on cluster in order to
test the attribute on the cluster. ID3 algorithm is one of the
classification algorithm that is widely used in online shopping
system. The complexity is high in the arrangement of the
products.
Predictive analysis [6] is applied in product
recommendation, predictive search. This prediction forms
patterns to predict the product to be chosen by the user from the
given input data, past and historical data. It also uses machine
learning algorithm to analyze the data and make predictions.
The relationship between the customer and the e-commerce
websites is managed using association rules. This association
rules [13] determines the buying habits of customers and set
offers to them in e-commerce websites. It also identifies the
frequent item sets that are occurring simultaneously in the
database. With the fast development of networking, data
storage, and the data collection capacity, Big data are now
rapidly expanding in all the fields for data processing. Big data
[17] processing mainly depends on parallel programming
models like map reduce, as well as providing a cloud

computing platform of big data services for the public. Map
reduce is a batch-oriented parallel computing model. There is
still a certain gap in performance with relational databases.
Improving the performance of map reduce and
enhancing the real-time nature of large-scale data processing
have received a significant amount of attention, with map
reduce parallel programming being applied to many machine
learning and data mining algorithms. Data mining algorithms
[23] usually need to scan through the training data for obtaining
the statistics to solve or optimize model parameters. It calls for
intensive computing to access the large-scale data frequently.
To improve the efficiency of algorithms, visual et al [1]
proposed a general-purpose parallel programming method,
which is applicable to a large number of machine learning
algorithms based on the simple map reduce programming
model on multi core processors.
Ten classical data mining algorithms [5] are realized in
the framework including locally weighted linear regression, kmeans, logistic regression, naive bayes, linear support vector
machines, the independent variable analysis, Gaussian
discriminate analysis, expectation maximization, and back
propagation neural networks. Big data [14] literally concerns
about data volume, HACE theorem has the key characteristics
of the big data are 1) huge with heterogeneous and diverse data
sources, 2) autonomous with distributed and decentralized
control, and 3) complex and evolving in data and knowledge
associations.
To support big data mining, high-performance
computing platforms are required, which impose systematic
designs to unleash the full power of the Big data. Hadoop tool
[19] uses Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) as the
primary distributed storage. HDFS is well known for
distributed, scalable and portable file-system using commodity
hardware. Name node/Master node is having metadata
information about whole system such as data stored on data
nodes, free space, active nodes, passive nodes, job tracker, task
tracker and many other configuration files such as replication of
data.
Data node [15] is a type of slave node which is used
to save data and task tracker in data node which is used to track
on the ongoing jobs which are coming from name node. A
small-size hadoop cluster includes one master node and
multiple slave nodes. A slave node acts as a data node in HDFS
architecture and acts as task tracker in map reduce framework.
These types of clusters are used in only non-standard
applications. Again large-size cluster [21] includes a dedicated
name node which manages all file system index or metadata, a
secondary name node which periodically generates snapshots of
name node to prevent or recover from name node failure and
reducing loss of data. Similarly in map reduce framework a
standalone job tracker server which manages job scheduling
and several task trackers are running on data nodes or slaves.
Skew reduce [25] improves the execution speed and runtime is
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improved even if the cost functions provided by user were not
perfectly accurate but that are good enough to identify
expensive results in the data.

III. ONLINE SHOPPING SYSTEM USING MAP REDUCE
FRAMEWORK
In proposed online shopping system, sample dataset
are stored and distributed in different web servers using web
service access call that uses SOAP protocol. It connects the
web servers one another which acts as web applications. The
information and features of the products are classified using
relevance clustering algorithm thus it processes dataset as batch
jobs in order to change the uncategorized files to categorized
files in a distributed and Parallel processing way. The products
in the dataset are converted to serializable object by
representing their product id in the web servers and to reduce
the dataset size in order to store in memory. The dataset are
stored in HDFS ( Hadoop Distributed File System).
The Gateway application is developed that crabs the
data from the various distributed web servers using web
crawling technique and then crawled resources are converted
into a reduced object using map reduce algorithm, reduced
object contains all necessary information providing service
comparison and recommendation. Service comparison is used
to have a clear comparison in choosing the products from the
online shopping site. The recommendations were given based
on the QoS, availability, delivery, offers, price and
specifications of the particular product. It allows the shoppers
to analyze, get recommendations, can pick products and add to
cart irrespective of the service provider. It stands unique as it
does not rely on the single service provider.

Fig1. Architecture of online shopping system using map reduce

A. Information Retrieval
Sample web applications were built using apache
tomcat servers which acts as the web servers in order to store
the massive amount of products, so that the users can compare
their products with different service providers. The application
uses sample dataset that has been crawled in amazon
previously. Dataset was loaded and distributed independently
in each web applications by web service access call that uses
SOAP protocol. It is a protocol that uses xml to transmit the
information between web servers. WSDL (Web Service
Description Language) describes web services so that
applications can connect to them easily. The web servers are
connected through URL connectivity. The dataset which are in
comma separated value are converted to tab separated value.
Features and other specifications have been loaded
differently for each application based on the service providers
requirement. Features and its information are classified and
clustered using relevance clustering algorithm. It is used in
order to separate features and its information of the each
product. The first step is to eliminate the irrelevant features
from the dataset; the relevant features are selected by the
features having the value greater than the predefined threshold.
In the second step selected relevant features are used
to generate the graph, divide the features using graph theoretic
method, and then clusters are formed by using minimum
spanning tree. In the third step the subsets features that are
more related to the target class was selected. The offers and
prices for each product are allocated dynamically.
B. File Categorization
The Online shopping gateway application is built in
which the users will be provided with recommendations and
comparisons between the products in the website. The
resources provided by various web servers are in TSV (Tab
Separated Values) format and it is preprocessed. The dataset
which are distributed to the web servers are done by web
services access call. Dataset are loaded in the web servers and
processed as batch jobs for the conversion of object files. The
tab separated value files were parsed for data. The Dataset are
converted from text to serializable objects. The struts
framework is used in which model view controller accepts the
incoming request from web servers are accessed by web
services to our gateway application.
The incoming request are accepted by the admin. The
product list are listed in the online shopping gateway
application. Admin can login by using the username and
password, the product is selected from the online shopping
gateway application. The selected product is preprocessed for
the conversion of text to object files. The data which are
uncategorized are categorized to an object and used for further
processing. The conversion of text to object for product
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information and its features are done. This is the conversion of
an object to a series of bytes, so that the object can be easily
saved to the persistent storage and saves memory space.

get the recommended products according to the products that
are added to the cart.
E. Transaction Processing and Delivery of product

C. Hadoop Storage
The Dataset are stored in HDFS where parallel
processing is performed in different web applications. Hadoop
Distributed File System is used in order to store a vast amount
of data and hence fast accessing of data is done. The Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) is a distributed, scalable, and
portable file-system written in java for the hadoop framework.
HDFS stores large files typically in the range of gigabytes to
terabytes across multiple machines. This uses map reduce
algorithm which maps the data and reduces it by comparing the
similarities among the products and reducing the products into
a single object. Hadoop storage stores the large amount of data
and can be retrieved in a very short period of time. This results
in processing of the data in a parallel processing manner by the
web servers.
D. User Login
The Dataset which are distributed to various web
servers which acts as the web applications are crawled in the
gateway application that is built. Crawling can be done by
using URL connectivity and web service access call. The
crawled resources are then reduced by map reduce framework
and converted into a single object. The map reduce framework
is just a computing framework which uses master slave
concept. This conversion of reduced object is done separately in
each web servers and it contains all the necessary information
and features of the product for providing comparison of the
products and cart based recommendations. A huge amount of
data will be accumulated in a single service provider from
various providers.
The massive amount of products are stored in the
gateway application where the user can register and then login
to view various products available in online shopping
application. This is done by writing a web service client process
for each service provider. It can connect to the various web
applications, web services can pull all the needed data to the
backend. The user can register and login by using the user name
and password to view and to shop the products. After selecting
the product from the gateway application it gives the
comparison of the products from the integrated website, so that
the shopper can analyze and select the product from which
website according to their choices. This makes the shopper to
get satisfied by buying the product according to their choices.
Recommendation system used here is the cart based
recommendation system, the recommendations are done based
on the products that are added to the cart. It helps the shopper to

This system models complete transactions and
recommended items come from the evaluation of those
transactions. Having analyzed the previous transactions and
identifies the concepts within which concrete items appear, the
given part of a new transaction is matched over the existing
ones to find the more adequate solution. When the user initiates
transaction, the online shopping application will connect to the
banking web services directly on behalf of the service provider
and completes the transaction securely with help of OTP sent to
their mail id given on user registration. Each and every
customer must create a bank account by registering on this bank
server.
A Bank account is needed to complete the transaction
which can be created earlier through the banking application.
The process will be back to our application as soon as the
transaction is over and the purchased products will be added to
the cart. The product which is purchased is delivered to the
user. Delivery of product is done depending on the shipping
address given by the user.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The proposed system overcomes the problem of
scalability in choosing the product from shopping website.
Terabytes of products can be stored using HDFS and it can be
accessed from anywhere at any time. It makes the product to
be available up-to-date and to have a clear service comparison
of products among the integrated website. It contains all
dimensions of Big data. It provides the ease of
gathering/processing of the products to the shoppers. Since the
dataset of product are stored in hadoop the processing is fast
and it is said to be fault tolerant. Service comparison system
which makes the customer to choose the products by having a
clear comparison of the products in three different web
applications.
The recommendation system is based on cart based
recommendation which helps the customers to get the
recommended products according to the products that are
added to the cart. The customer detail of this website are
stored in bank server and it provides the confidentiality to
each and every customer, the products that are purchased by
each customer are stored as the record in customers account
confidentially. This system stands unique as it does not rely
on the single service provider. The cart can be reviewed at any
time and can be processed. All the information will be
securely and precisely stored in user session. This results in an
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effective data analysis, achieves fast response, scalable and an
efficient precise service comparison.

VI. CONCLUSION
Online shopping system

produces an integrated
dataset from various websites that supports the scalability
problem and reduces the time consumption which processes
the system in an efficient manner. It stands unique as it does
not rely on the single service provider. The information of the
customer will be securely and precisely stored in user session.
This results in an effective data analysis, to achieve fast
response, scalable and an efficient precise service
comparison.. In future, this system can be deployed in cloud,
so that users from different places can make use of this system
by accessing it through cloud storage. Dataset which covers
terabytes of products can be stored and processed for
shopping. Recommendation system can be enhanced for
recommending the products based on the customer's
preferences.
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